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Abstract 
The action system formalism [6] is a state-based approach to distributed computing. In this 
paper, it is shown how the action system formalism may be used to describe systems that 
communicate with their environment through synchronised value-passing. Definitions and rules 
are presented for refining and decomposing such action systems into distributed implementations 
in which internal communication is also based on synchronised value-passing. An important 
feature of the composition rule is that parallel components of a distributed system may be 
refined independently of the rest of the system. Specification and refinement is similar to the 
refinement calculus approach [4,26,28]. The theoretical basis for communication and distribution 
is Hoare’s CSP [16]. Use of the refinement and decomposition rules is illustrated by the design 
of an unordered buffer, and then of a distributed message-passing system. 
Keywords: Action systems; Refinement; Communicating sequential processes; Distributed systems; Message 
passing 
1. Introduction 
The action system formalism, introduced by Back and Kurki-Suonio [6], is a state- 
based approach to distributed computing. A set of actions share some state variables 
on which they may act. An action system may be decomposed into a set of parallel 
sub-systems for implementation in a distributed fashion. An action system is decom- 
posed by partitioning the actions, and interaction between parallel action systems is by 
shared variables. The refinement calculus approach for sequential programs of Back 
[4], Morgan [26], and Morris [28] may be used in the stepwise refinement of action 
systems [j]. Refinement is based on preservation of total correctness in the case of ter- 
minating action systems, and on state-trace refinement in the case of non-terminating, 
or reactive, action systems. 
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In this paper, a somewhat different approach to action systems is taken. Whereas 
Back takes a state-based approach and views the observable behaviour of an action 
system in terms of evolution of its state, we take an event-based approach with the 
view that only the occurrence of actions is observable. We present rules for action 
system refinement that is consistent with this view, and describe parallel composition 
in which interaction is synchronous and based on shared actions rather than shared 
variables. The basis for our approach is Hoare’s CSP [16]. 
A case study on the design of a distributed message-passing system is included to 
illustrate that our approach easily scales up to larger examples. The case study also 
shows that the mathematical reasoning used when applying the approach in practice 
is similar to that used in the refinement calculus approach for sequential programs, 
and that the introduction of parallelism based on synchronous value-passing places 
very little extra complexity on the proof obligations as compared with reasoning about 
sequential programs. 
The paper is organised as follows: firstly, actions and action systems are described. 
In Section 4, the CSP view of action systems is outlined. Section 5 describes how ac- 
tions may be parameterised to represent value communication. Refinement of actions is 
described in Section 6, and applied to action systems in Section 7. Section 8 introduces 
the notion of internal actions which is used to model hidden communication between 
sub-systems. In Section 9, parallel composition based on synchronisation over shared 
actions is introduced. This is extended in Section 10 to allow value-passing on synchro- 
nisation. In Section 11, the approach is used to design a distributed message-passing 
system. 
2. Actions 
An action is any statement in an extended version of Dijkstra’s guarded command 
language [13]. Statements in the guarded command language are defined using u~eak- 
est precondition formulae: for statement S and postcondition R, the formula wp(S, R) 
(weakest precondition of S w.r.t. R) characterises those initial states from which action 
S is guaranteed to terminate in a state satisfying R. Dijkstra has given wp definitions of 
assignment (x : = E), sequential composition (S; r), conditional statements (if . . . fi), 
and iteration (do . . . od). For example: 
WP@; T,R) - wp(S,wp(T,R)). 
Along with these, we use specification statements, naked guarded commands, and the 
demonic choice operator. 
The specification statement x : [post] assigns some value to x satisfying post. Also, 
post may refer to the initial value of x as x0. The wp definition of x : [post] is as 
follows [24] (let Q[x\E] represent Q with all free occurrences of x replaced by E). 
Definition 1. wp(x : [post], R) ^ (Vx l post + R)[xo\x]. 
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A special case of the specification statement is generalised assignment, written x : . 
E, where c: 1 is some binary relation such as =, < , E, and E is some expression possibly 
containing X. The assignment x : I’;, E is short for x : [x I? E[x\.xo]]. 
For predicate G and statement S, the naked guarded command G - S is defined by: 
Definition 2. wp( G + S, R) ^ G - wp(S,R). 
For statement S, ~vp(S,j&e) represents those initial states in which S is guaranteed 
to establish any postcondition, i.e., behave miraculously. For example, the statement 
,f;llsr - S is miraculous in any initial state: 
WpCficlse + S&/se) 
= fake =+ wp(S&lse) Definition 2 
= true. 
We take the view that a statement is enabled only in those initial states in which it 
behaves nonmiraculously. The condition in which a statement S is enabled is called its 
guard, written gd(S), and is defined as follows. 
Definition 3. gd(S) 2 -wp(S,fhlse). 
For example, it can be shown that gd(G --f x : = E) = G, provided E is well-defined. 
The demonic choice of a set of actions Si, i E I, is written (0 i E I l S,) and is 
defined by: 
Definition 4. M’P((O i E I l S,),R) ^ (Vi E I l uap(S,, R)). 
3. Action systems 
A basic action system P = (A. u, P,, P4) consists of an alphabet of labels A, a state 
variable L’ (which may be a vector of variables), a set of labelled actions (statements) 
44 = {P, I z E A}, and an initialisation action P, (P1 is always enabled). 
An action system proceeds by firstly executing the initialisation. Then, repeatedly, an 
enabled action is selected from the set P,4 and executed. An action system deadlocks if 
no action is enabled, and diverges (behaves chaotically) whenever some action aborts. 
When specifying an example action system, we write ‘initially S’ for its initialisa- 
tion, and ‘action a l S’ for the action labelled ~1. 
Fig. 1 gives an example of an action system. MI has two labelled actions, a and 
6, and a single state variable g. Initially, g is set to false so that only the tr-action 
is enabled. When the a action is executed, g is set to true, and only the h-action is 
enabled. Execution of the b-action then results in a being enabled again and so on. 
Thus MI describes a system that alternatively engages in an a-action then a h-action 
forever. 
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system A41 
var g : B 
initially g : = false 
action a l g = false +g :=true 
action b l g=true-+g :=false 
end 
Fig. 1. Basic action system. 
4. CSP and action systems 
In CSP [16], a process interacts with its environment by synchronously engaging in 
atomic events. The set of events in which a process 9 engages is called its alphabet, 
written alphabet(Y). The behaviour of a process is defined in terms of the temporal 
ordering of events, and may be described using the CSP algebraic notation. An example 
of a basic process is the process STOP that refuses to engage in any event. Sequencing 
of events is described by the prefix operator (+): the expression a + 9 describes the 
process that engages in the event a and then behaves as process Y. External choice 
of behaviour is described by the choice operator (I): B 0 9 represents the process 
that offers the choice to the environment between behaving as B or as 9. CSP also 
has a separate non-deterministic-choice operator (n): 9 n 9 represents the process that 
internally chooses between behaving as 9 or as 9, leaving the environment with no 
control over that choice. A recursive definition is written (@ l F(X)), where F(X) is 
some expression containing X. 
The semantics of a CSP process .Y, with alphabet A, is modelled by a set of failures, 
9’“1[9& and a set of divergences, L~[L?]. A failure is a pair of the form (s,X), where 
s E A* (the set of finite sequences of elements of A) is an event-trace and X CA is 
a refusal set. If (s,X) is in S[r9’& then after engaging in the sequence of events s, 
a process may refuse all events in X. A divergence is simply a finite event-trace and 
s E 9[SJ means that, after engaging in s, process 9 may diverge (behave chaotically). 
We take the view that an action system engages in actions jointly with its environ- 
ment. The environment of an action system can only observe the actions and cannot 
observe the state of the system. In this way, the behaviour of an action system is 
similar to that of a CSP process. For example, the action system A41 of Fig. 1 behaves 
in the same way as the CSP process ~.4?1 described algebraically as follows: 
Morgan [25] has described a correspondence between action systems and CSP by 
defining the failures and divergences of an action system using weakest-precondition 
formulae. For action S and postcondition 4, the formula Wp(S, 4) (conjugate weakest 
precondition of S w.r.t. 4) characterises those initial states from which action S could 
possibly establish 4 or may fail to terminate. It is defined as follows. 
Definition 5. Wp(S, 4) A -wp(S, -4). 
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For any set of labels X CA, we write gd(P.y) for the disjunction of the guards 
of actions labelled from X. For any trace t E A*, we write P, for the sequential 
composition of the actions of P labelled from t, with P 0 = skip. We require that the 
initialisation P, is unguarded (gd(P,) = true). The failures-divergences semantics of 
action system P are given by the following definition [25]. 
Definition 6. For action system P = (A, t’, P,, PA). the failures of P, written ,P(IPD. 
are those (s.X ) E (A* x [FDA), satisfying: 
and the divergences of P, written 9{Pl, are those s E A* satisfying: 
Thus, (s,X) is a failure of P if, after initialisation, P could possibly engage in the 
action trace s and then refuse all actions X. Trace s is a divergence of P if Ptlj-., is 
not guaranteed to terminate. 
It can be shown, using Definition 6, that action system MI of Fig. 1 has the same 
failures-divergences semantics as the CSP process Kl above. 
The CSP failures-divergences model does not deal properly with unbounded non- 
determinism [32]. In [8, lo], Definition 6 is extended to deal with unbounded non- 
determinism by including the infinite event-traces of an action system in its semantics. 
Details are omitted here. 
5. Value-passing action systems 
In this section, we extend action systems to deal with value-passing. First we look 
at value-passing in CSP. Hoare [16] introduced the notion of a channel for use when 
describing CSP processes that communicate values with their environment. A channel 
named c is represented by a set of events of the form c.i. Occurrence of an event c.i 
represents communication of the value i over the channel c. The set of all values that 
a process .B can communicate over a channel c is defined as follows: 
ralues.y(c) ^ { i 1 c.i E alphabet(Y) }. 
Hoare distinguishes syntactically between two forms of channel communication. A 
process ;‘P is said to be prepared to accept an input on a channel c when the process 
offers the environment the choice between each event of the form c.i in ulphubet(.f ). 
The notation C?X is used to describe this form of communication, and is defined by 
(c?x + ~9~) ” (0 i E values?(c) 0 c.i + .Yi) 
so (c.?x 4 Yx) describes a process that accepts any value x on channel c. and then 
behaves as process Y.Y. Note that x is bound by the parentheses. 
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A process is said to be prepared to output a value on a channel c when it internally 
chooses which particular event c.i to offer the environment. The notation c!e is used 
to describe this form of communication, and is defined by 
(c!e + 9) G (c.e + 9). 
So (c!e + 9) describes a process that outputs the value e (where e is an expression) 
on channel c, and then behaves as process 9. 
As an example, we have the following CSP process ‘%fiFY, that continually accepts 
values on channel left and then outputs them on channel right: 
q(!,Igy A (pY l left?x + vight!x + Y). 
We now extend action systems so that they may pass values either to or from the 
environment when they engage in actions in the manner of CSP channels, A chan- 
nel will be represented by a parameterised action, where the parameter represents the 
value communicated on that channel. A parameterised action will represent either an 
input channel or an output channel. Each parameterised action will be given a type, 
representing the range of values that may be communicated over that channel. 
A value-passing action system has the form 
P=(A, v, P,, PA, dir, type). 
Here A is a set of channel names, v is the state variable, P, is the initialisation, and 
PA={P~IMEA}’ IS a set of actions labelled by channel names. The component dir is 
a total function from A to the set {in, out}. If dir(a) = in, then P, is a (v,x?)-action ’ 
that does not change variable x?, and we say that P, is an input action and x? is its 
input parameter with input type type(a). If dir(a) = out, then P, is a (u, y!)-action 
that does not read the initial value of y!, and we say that P, is an output action and 
y! is its output parameter with output type type(a). Both x? and y! must be distinct 
from the state-variable v. 
A value-passing action system can accept an input on a channel c( E A, where 
dir(a) = in, whenever action P, is enabled. The initial value of variable x? of P, 
represents the input value on channel LX A value-passing action system is prepared to 
output a value on a channel CI E A, where dir(a) = out, whenever action P, is enabled. 
The value assigned to variable y! by P, represents the value to be output on channel cr. 
We specify an input action with notation of the form: 
action a in x? : T l S, 
where a is the channel label, x? is the input variable, T is the channel type, and S is 
a statement in the extended guarded command language. Similarly, output actions are 
’ We say that S is a u-action when D is the list of variables that S reads from and assigns to. 
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system Bugler’ 
var s : seqT 
initially s : = () 
action left in x? : T l s : = s-(x?) 
action right out y! : T l s # () - y!,s := head(s), tail(s) 
end 
Fig. 2. Ordered buffer 
specified with notation of the form: 
action c( out y! : T l S. 
Fig. 2 specifies an action system representing an ordered buffer. It is always ready to 
accept values of type T on the left channel, and to output on the right channel a value 
that has been input but not yet output. Values are output in the order in which they 
are input. 
Definition 6 is extended to deal with value-passing in [8]. Details are omitted here. 
An important feature of the failures-divergences semantics of value-passing action sys- 
tems as defined in [8] is that if the choice of output value on an output channel is 
nondeterministic, then that choice is made internally by the action system rather than 
by the external environment. In contrast, with an input channel, the choice between a 
range of input values is offered to the external environment. This is why we distinguish 
input and output channels. 
6. Refinement of actions 
A statement T is said to refine S if T is at least as deterministic as S, and we write 
S 5 T for statement S is (algorithmically) refined by statement T. For predicates 4 
and $, we write C$ 3 $ if any state satisfying 4 also satisfies $. We then define S 3 T 
as follows. 
Definition 7. S 3 T if for each predicate 4, wp(S, 4) 3 wp(T, 4). 
Forexample, itcanbe shownthatx:[x <x0 15x:=x- 1. 
In the refinement calculus approach [4,26,29], program development involves step- 
wise refinement of an abstract program into an executable program by application of 
a series of correctness preserving transformations. For example, the following rule is 
derived from Definitions 1 and 7. 
Rule 8. If post G post’, then U:[ post] _: t’:[ post’]. 
Duta rejinrment involves replacing abstract variables with concrete variables that are 
more easily implemented [4, 15,27,29]. An abstraction invariant AZ relating the abstract 
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variables a and concrete variables c is used to replace abstract statements with concrete 
statements. If S is an (a,~)-statement, T is a (c,z)-statement, and AZ is an abstraction 
invariant then we write S $, T for “S is data-refined by T under abstraction invariant 
AZ” [4,27,29]. 
Definition 9. S dAI T if for each 4 independent of concrete variable c, 
(3a.AZA wp(S,$)) s wp(T,(3aeAI~#)). 
Often the abstraction invariant takes the form 
AZ z ZA(a =F), 
where both Z and F are independent of abstract variable a. Such an abstraction invariant 
is said to be functional, since for any concrete value, there is at most one corresponding 
abstract value. Given a functional abstraction invariant, we may calculate the data- 
refinement of a specification statement a,z : [ post ] using the following rule, which 
is derived from Definitions 1 and 9. 
Rule 10. For AZ = (a = F) A I, let IO 4 Z[C,Z\CO,ZO] and 
F. A F[c,z\co,zo]. Then, for post independent of c, CO, 
a,z : [ post ] &, c,z : [ 10 AI A post[a,ao\F,Fo] 1. 
More general data-refinement calculators may be found in [27,29]. 
7. Refinement of action systems 
In CSP, the process 3! is a refinement of process 9, denoted Y Cz 2, if any behaviour 
exhibited by 5 may be exhibited by 9: for CSP processes 9, 3?, both with alphabet 
A, YE2 if 
P-[S] > F-[T2] and 53[6?J’l> 9[3!jj. 
Similarly, we say that an action system P is refined by an action system Q, denoted 
P & Q, if 
F@‘P 2 WIQD and 9{Pp 2 9{Qj. 
It is easy to see that & is a transitive ordering. 
Simulation is a proof technique for checking action system refinement. A simulation 
is a relation between action systems P and Q with the same alphabet but possibly 
different state-spaces: 
P = (A, 2), P,, PA, dir, type) and Q = (A, w, Qz, QA, dir, type). 
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Note that channel directions and types are the same in both P and Q. Assume that 
u = (a,~) and w = (c,z), so that a is the abstract variable, c is the concrete variable 
and z is common to both P and Q. Simulation relies on data refinement between 
corresponding actions of P and Q. To deal with initialisation statements, we introduce 
a special case of data-refinement (52, ). 
Definition 11. S $ T if for each 4 independent of concrete variable c, 
Simulation is defined as follows. 
Definition 12. A simulation, with abstraction invariant AZ, is a relation on action 
systems, denoted &I, such that for action systems 
P= (A, t’, P,, PA, dir, type) and Q = (A, IV, Q(, QA, dir, t?pe) 
P &AI Q if each of the following conditions hold: 
(i) P, 52, Q, 
(ii) P, 3~1 QX, each c! E A 
(iii) (3a l AZ A gd(P,)) 3 gd(Q,), each x E A. 
Conditions 1 and 2 ensure that each action of Q is a refinement of its counterpart in 
P, and are referred to as data-refinement conditions. Condition 3 ensures that Q may 
only refuse an action when P may refuse it, and is referred to as a progress condition. 
In [8], it is shown for value-passing action systems P, Q, that if P & Q for some 
A/, then P L Q. i.e., simulation is sound. Soundness of simulation for action systems 
without value-passing has already been shown in [36]. 
7.1. Internal and external nondeterminism 
An important feature of Definition 12 is that it distinguishes internal and external 
nondeterminism. Consider the action systems Kl and k7.Z of Fig. 3. KI offers the 
environment the choice between a tea-event or a coffee-event, whereas k72 chooses 
internally whether to offer a tea-event or a co&e-event. In CSP refinement, exter- 
nal nondeterminism must be preserved, though internal nondetetrninism may be re- 
duced. So, it is not the case that Kl & K2, and Definition 12 fails (in particular, 
the progress condition fails). However, using the simulation rule of Back [5] which 
groups all the actions of an action system into a single action, it can be shown that 
Kl is refined by K? (take AZ E g E {true,fufse}). This is because Back’s rule ensures 
state-trace refinement and the state-traces model of action systems does not distinguish 
choice of action (external choice) from nondeterministic effect of an action (internal 
choice). 
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system Kl 
initially skip 
action tea 0 skip 
action coffee l skip 
end 
system K? 
var g : El 
initially g : E {true,faZse} 
action tea l g + g : E {true,faZse} 
action coffee 0 7g + g : E {true,faZse) 
Fig. 3. External and internal choice. 
With Definition 12, reducing the nondeterminism of individual actions may result in 
reducing internal nondeterminism. This includes the possibility of reducing the choice 
between a range of output values on an output channel. The progress condition of 
Definition 12 (Condition 3) ensures that external choice is preserved, including the 
choice between a range of input values on an input channel. 
7.2. Example: Unordered buffer 
We specify and refine a buffer that does not guarantee to output values in the order 
in which they are input. An unordered buffer will be described by an action system 
that has a bag of values as its state variable. A bag is a collection of elements that 
may have multiple occurrences of any element. We write bag T for the set of finite 
bags of type T. Bags will be enumerated between bag brackets 4 and +. Addition of 
bags b, c, is written b + c, while subtraction is written b - c. 
The action system UBufser’ of Fig. 4 describes an unordered buffer that commu- 
nicates values of type T. The initialisation statement of UBuffer’ sets the bag to be 
empty. The input action left accepts input values of type T, adding them to the bag 
a. Provided a is nonempty, the output action right nondeterministically chooses some 
element from a and outputs it. 
We assume that variable typing is an explicit part of each statement. So, for example, 
the initialisation of UBufSer is short for a : [ a E bag T Aa =++ 1, while the definition 
of UBuffer& is short for 
action left in x? : T l 
The action guards of UBufSer’ are implicit, but may be calculated explicitly using the 
following rule (derived from Definitions 1 and 3). 
Rule 13. gd(v : [ post 1) 3 (3v,y! l post)[uo\v]. 
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system U BufSeer’ 
var a : bag T 
initially a : [ a =4+ ] 
action left in x? : T l a:[a=ao++x?k-] 
action right out v! : T l a : [ y! E a0 A a = ao- < _v! * ] 
end 
system BufSer’ 
var s : seq T 
initially s : [ s = () ] 
action left in x? : T l s : [ s = so-(x?) ] 
action right out y! : T l s:[ y!=head(so)As=tuil(so)] 
end 
Fig. 4. Unordered buffer and its ordered implementation 
Here v! is only relevant if the statement describes the effect of an output action. Using 
this rule, we get. 
gd( lJBufSe& ) E a E bag T A x? E T, 
gd(UBufSer&,t) E a E bag T A a #++ . 
Recall that an initialisation statement should always be unguarded. This may be checked 
using the following rule (derived from Rule 13). 
Rule 14. Initialisation u : [ post ] is unguarded if (30 l post) 3 true. 
Fig. 4 also describes an ordered buffer, Buff&-‘, similar to that of Fig. 2. We use 
Definition 12 to show that 
UBufer’ 5 Buffer’. 
As an abstraction invariant, we use 
AI A s E seq T A a = bag(s), 
where bag(s) represents the bag of elements in sequence s. Rules 8 and 10 may be 
used to show that the data-refinement conditions of Definition 12 are satisfied. For 
example, we have 
U Buffer f iqhr = a : [ v! E a0 A a = ao- -X _v! t ] 
dAI s : 
~0,s E seqTA 
y! E bag(s0) A bag(s) = bag(so)- + y! > 1 Rule 10 
4 
s : ~0,s E seqT A y! E TA 
_ 
y! = head A s = tail(s0) 1 Rule 8 
= Bufler$,,. 
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It can also be shown that the progress condition of Definition 12 is satisfied. For 
example: 
(32 . AI A gd( u&@5=&+,)) 
E3 (3aoAIAaEbag TAa#-+) 
3 s E seqr A bag(s) #-+ 
3 s E seqT A s # () 
3 gd(Bu&&h, ). 
l-point Rule 
It can also be shown that Buffer’ is refined by Buffer2 of Fig. 2. Hence, by transitivity, 
we have UBufSer’ L Buffer2. 
8. Internal actions 
In this section, action systems are extended to include internal actions. An action 
system may also have a set of internal actions PH: 
P = (A, v, P,, PA, PH, dir, type). 
The action (0 h E H l Ph) represents the demonic choice of all the internal actions 
of P. In such an action system, any number of executions of (0 h E H l Ph) may 
occur in between each execution of a visible action P,. If the action system reaches a 
state where (0 h E H l Ph) can be executed infinitely, then the action system diverges. 
Internal actions do not have input and output parameters. 
8.1. Overview of semantics 
The failures-divergences semantics of action systems is extended in [8, lo] to deal 
with internal actions. A nondeterministic iterate operator is introduced to the guarded- 
command language to represent the arbitrary execution of internal actions. The non- 
deterministic iteration of action S is written it S ti. This is similar to the DO-loop 
do S od, except that it S ti may nondeterministically terminate before S becomes 
disabled. Like do S od, it S ti aborts when S may execute forever. 
The failures-divergences semantics of an action system P, with internal actions PH, 
is given by simply converting P into an action system without internal actions: instead 
of having separate internal actions, the action it (0 h E H l Ph) ti is sequentially 
composed before and after each visible action P, and after the initialisation P,; this 
models the possibility of arbitrary iteration of the internal actions between the visible 
actions, as well as the occurrence of divergence when the internal actions may be 
executed forever. 
8.2. Hiding operator 
Process events in CSP are intemalised by the hiding operator: hiding of a set of 
events C E alphabet(Y) is written 9\C. We introduce a corresponding operator for 
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action systems: hiding of the set of actions labelled C in action system P results in 
the action system P\C. Hiding in action systems is achieved simply by internalising 
the actions labelled C, as follows. 
Definition 15. For action system P = (A, z!, P,, PA, PH, dir, type), action set 
CC‘4 
P/C ^ (A - C, L?, P,, PA_c, 
PH U { (var x?,v! l P,) 1 c E C }, Ca dir, Ca type), 
where x? is the input parameter used by input actions of P, and y! is the output 
parameter used by output actions of P. 
Here, Ca f restricts the domain of function f to those elements not in set C, and 
var makes x? and y! local to each action to be hidden. The definition of var is as 
follows. 
Definition 16. For 4 independent of x, 
nzp( var x l S), #) k (VX 0 wp(S, 4)). 
Definition 15 corresponds to CSP hiding in the following sense. For CSP process 9, 
let [[YJ be short for the failures-divergences semantics of 8. In [16], the semantics of 
.Y\C is defined as a function, HIDE, of [al and C: 
For value-passing action system P, let {PI be short for the failures-divergences se- 
mantics of P. We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 17. {P\C] = HIDE({P],C). 
Proof of Theorem 17 is given in [g, lo] and is based on using properties of it S ti to 
show that {P\C’J can be characterised in terms of {PI and C. Because of Theorem 17, 
the hiding operator for action systems inherits properties of the CSP hiding operator. 
Important such properties include commutativity and monotonicity w.r.t. refinement. 
Rule 18. (P\C)\D = (P\D)\C = P\(C Uo). 
Rule 19. If P C Q then P\C 5 P\c’. 
Example. An example of an action system with internal actions is given in Fig. 5. 
lJBufSer2 represents an unordered buffer with an input channel left and an output 
channel right. However, instead of having a single bag as its state variable, UBuSfer’ 
has two bags, b and c. The left action places input values in bag b, while the right 
action takes output values from bag c. Values are moved from b to c by the internal 
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system U Bufse? 
var b,c : bag T 
initially b,c : [ b = c =%+ ] 
action left in x? : T l b:[b=bo+<x?+] 
action right out y! : T b c:[y!EcoAc=co--Xy!+] 
internal mid l 
bc. (lzEbo.b=bo-+z+ , . 1 Ac=co++zk-) 1 
end 
Fig. 5. Unordered buffer with internal action. 
action mid, which is enabled as long as b is nonempty. Since b is finite, mid will 
eventually be disabled, so it cannot cause divergence. 
8.3. Rejnement 
Intuitively, it can be seen that UBuffer2 behaves the same as UBuffkr’ of Fig. 4. We 
shall introduce a proof rule that allows us to verify that UBufSer’ C UBuffer2. This 
rule is a special form of simulation in which the concrete system has some internal 
actions, and the abstract system has no internal actions. 
To ensure that the internal actions do not introduce divergence, a well-foundedness 
argument is used. A set IV’, with irreflexive partial order <, is well-founded if each 
nonempty subset of WF contains a minimal element under < . For example, the natural 
numbers with the usual ordering, or the Cartesian product of two or more well-founded 
sets with lexicographic ordering, all form well-founded sets. The well-foundedness ar- 
gument requires the use of a well-founded set WF and a variant, which is an expression 
in the state-variables. The variant should always be an element of WF, and it should 
be decreased by each internal action of the concrete system. 
The simulation rule is as follows (Qo are the internal actions of Q). 
Definition 20. For value-passing action systems 
P = (4 v, f’,, PA, 0, dir, type), 
Q =(A, w, Qz, QA, QG, dir, type), 
P $I,WF,E) Q if the following conditions hold, for abstraction invariant AI, well- 
founded set WF, and variant E, 
(i) P, iLI Qz 
(ii) P, 51 Qa, each u E A, 
(iii) skip &I Q,, each g E G, 
(iv) (3a l AI) 3 E E WF, 
(v) (la l AI) A E = e 3 wp(Q,,E < e), each g E G, 
(vi) (3a l AI A gd(P,)) 3 gd(Qa) V (39 E G l gd(Q,)), each a E A. 
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Conditions l-3 are data-refinement conditions. Conditions 1 and 2 are the same as in 
Definition 12. Condition 3 ensures that each internal action of Q causes no change to 
the corresponding abstract state. Condition 4 ensures that the variant E is an element 
of WF, while Condition 5 ensures that the internal actions of Q always decrease E 
when executed. Together. Conditions 4 and 5 ensure that the internal actions of Q are 
eventually disabled and so cannot introduce divergence. Conditions 4 and 5 are referred 
to as nondivergence conditions. Condition 6 is a progress condition and ensures that, 
whenever an action of P is enabled, either the corresponding action of Q is enabled, 
or some internal action of Q is enabled. It is demonstrated in [8] that P C Q follows 
from P C(AI,WF.E) Q. 
Note that, in certain cases, because of the monotonicity of the hiding operator, the 
hiding refinement rule can be used even if the abstract action system P has a nonempty 
set of internal actions: Definition 20 can always be applied if P and Q have the form 
P = (A, 11, P,, PA, PH, dir, type), 
Q = (A. w, Ql, QA, QHUH!, dir, type). 
Notice how each internal action of P has a correspondingly labelled internal action 
in Q. To show P L Q, construct action systems P’ and Q’ by making the H actions 
visible as follows: 
P' r (A UK 21, J',, PAUH, {>, dir, f.vpe), 
Q’ ^ (A UH. w, Ql, QAUH, QH,, dir, type). 
Now, using Definition 20, show that P’ C Q’. Hence, by monotonicity, P’\H 5 Q’\H, 
i.e., P L Q. 
Example. To show that UBuffer’ C UBuffer’, we use the abstraction invariant 
AI A c,bEbag TAa=b+c. 
We use the size of bag b, written #b, as a variant, with N as a well-founded set. 
The data-refinement conditions of Definition 20 are easily checked using refinement 
calculus rules. For example, Condition 3 is checked as follows: 
skip = a : [ a = a0 ] 
5.u kc : 
bo, CO, b, c E bag TA 
b+c=bo+co 1 
bo, co, b, c E bag TA 
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The nondivergence conditions are satisfied since b E bag T 3 #b E N, and mid 
always decreases #b (which may be checked using Definition 1). Finally, the progress 
condition is easily checked; for example: 
(3a l Al A gd( UBufer&, )) 
3 (3a @AZ A a E bag T A a #-x+) 
3 b,cEbag TAb+c#-+ l-point rule 
ScEbag TAc#++ V bEbag TAb#++ 
s gd( UBufSer$,t) V gd( UBufferiid). 
Note that Definition 20 does not allow us to show the reverse refinement, i.e. 
UBu&%r2 L UBuffer’. However, if we assume that design proceeds by the introduction 
rather than elimination of internal actions, then UBufSer’ C UBufse? is all we require. 
9. Basic parallel composition 
In this section, we introduce a parallel operator for action systems without value- 
passing. Firstly, we look at parallel composition in CSP. The CSP process ,Y 11 2 
represents the parallel composition of the processes Y and 9. Operationally, 9 and 
9 interact by synchronising over common events in alphabet(9)~alphabet(~), while 
events not in alphabet(Y) n alphabet(2) can occur independently. An event common 
to both 9’ and 9 becomes a single event in 9 11 9, and can be offered by 9 11 .9 only 
when both 9 and 9 are prepared to offer it. 
As an example, consider the CSP processes 
J-1 : (p_xoa~c+X), A’“2 4 (pXob+c+X). 
Here c is the only event common to .Nl and Jlr2, and using the algebraic laws of 
CSP it can be shown that 
Nl II A’“2 = (liy. a-+b--++X 
0 b+a+c+X). 
That is, the a or the b events can occur in either order, then both processes must 
synchronise on event c. 
Correspondingly, we write the parallel composition of action systems P and Q as 
P II Q. The actions of P II Q are formed from the actions of P and Q: commonly 
labelled actions are composed in parallel, while independently labelled actions remain 
independent. An important assumption we make is that action systems P and Q have 
no common state-variables, so that interaction between P and Q is based purely on 
synchronisation. 
In order to construct P 11 Q, we introduce an operator for combining individual 
actions in parallel. The parallel composition of actions S and S’ is written S II S’, and 
is only valid when the variables changed by S and S’ are independent. The operator 
is (partially) defined as follows. 
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Definition 21. Let x and x’ be independent variables. Let E, G, Corn, post be indepen- 
dent of x’ and E’, G’, Corn’, post’ be independent of x. The parallel operator for actions 
is given by 
(x := E) 11 (x’ : = E’) ” (x,x’ := E,E’), 
(G + Corn) 11 (G’ - Corn’) ^ (GA G’ + Corn I/ Corn’), 
x : [post] 11 x’ : [post’] ^ x,x : [post A post’]. 
Since the variables changed by constituent actions are independent, the only effect of 
the parallel operator for actions is to ensure that the composite action is enabled exactly 
when both component actions are enabled. 
Parallel composition of action systems without value-passing is then defined as fol- 
lows (assume from here on that LJ and w are distinct). 
Definition 22. For action systems 
P = (A,~.P,,P.~,PH) and Q = (&w,Q~,QB,QG) 
p 11 Q ^ (A U B, (u,w), P, 11 Qt, par(p~,Q~), PH u Qc) 
where PM P.4 3 QB > 1 PA--B U QB-A U {P,/IQcIcEAnB}. 
The alphabet of P II Q is the union of A and B. The state variable is the pair (v, w). 
The initialisations and the commonly labelled actions are, respectively, composed using 
the parallel operator for actions. Independent actions remain independent. The respective 
internal actions are simply bunched together. 
As an example of parallel composition, consider the action systems NI, N2, and 
Nl II N2 of Fig. 6. NZ 11 N2 has been constructed from Nl and N2 using Definition 22, 
Notice the correspondence with the CSP processes described at the beginning of this 
section. 
As with hiding, the semantics of CSP process 9 I/ 3 is defined as a function, PAR, 
of the semantics of 9 and 9: 
where PAR is defined in [16]. It can be shown that parallel composition for action 
systems corresponds to CSP parallel composition. 
Theorem 23. {P I( QD = 
Theorem 23 is proven in [8]. The is on properties of the parallel 
operator for actions to show that {P II QD can be characterised in terms of ([PI 
and {QP. Because of Theorem 23 the parallel operator for action systems enjoys the 
same properties as the CSP parallel operator such as commutativity, associativity, and 
monotonicity w.r.t. refinement (P, Q, and R are action systems). 
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system Nl 
var m : N 
initially m : = 0 
action a 0 m=O+m:=l 
action c l m=l+m:=O 
end 
system N2 
var n : N 
initially n : = 0 
action b l n=O+n:=l 
action c a n=l+n:=O 
end 
system Nl 11 N2 
var m,n : N 
initially m,n := 0,O 
action a b m=O+m:=l 
action b l n=Otn:=l 
action c l m=lAn=l+m,n:=O,O 
end 
Fig. 6. Example parallel action systems. 
Rule 24. P 11 Q = Q 11 P. 
Rule 25. (P II Q> II R = P II 02 II RI. 
Rule 26. If P !& P’ then P 11 Q E P’ II Q, for any Q. 
Because of Rules 24 and 25, we write the parallel composition of a finite collection of 
action systems Pi as (11 i l Pi), where (11 i l Pi) is calculated by successive application 
of the binary parallel operator. Such calculation can deal with multi-party interaction 
where more than two action systems share some action label. 
Rule 26 (along with Rules 24 and 25) means that any parallel component of a 
distributed system can be further refined and decomposed independently of the rest of 
the system. 
10. Parallel composition with value-passing 
In this section, we extend the parallel operator to deal with parameterised actions and 
value-passing. First, we look at CSP value-passing. In CSP, when an output channel 
is placed in parallel with a similarly named input channel, passing of values from one 
process to the other is possible. Assume process 9 is ready for c!e, and process Z? is 
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ready for C?X. If 9 and 1 are placed in parallel, then they can engage simultaneously 
in the event c.e and, in this way, the value e is passed from ./p to 9. This is represented 
by the following algebraic law: 
(c!e - 9) // (C?X + 3)Y) = c.e 3 (9 ]I d,,). 
Note that the right-hand side of this law can itself be written c!e 4 (3 11 ’,,). 
In order to achieve a similar effect in action systems, we introduce an operator for 
composing an output action with an input action. If S is an output action and S’ is an 
input action, then their composition is written SNS’. The effect of SfS’ is to synchronise 
S and S’, and to pass on the output parameter y! of S as the input parameter x? of S’. 
We shall assume that S and S’ are specified using u : [post] notation. The construction 
of SiS’ is then defined as follows. 
Definition 27. Let post be independent of IV and x?, and let post’ be independent of 
11 and v!. Then 
(action M out y! : T l 2’ : [post]) /I (action cz in x? : T’ l IV : [post’]) 
4 (action 2 out y! : T 0 v, U’ : [ post A pOSt’[X?\~!] ] ). 
Note that, as with the CSP case, the composite action is itself an output action. 
We shall place a further restriction on the construction of SPY. as described by the 
following rule. 
Rule 28. Assume S and S’ have the form 
S = action x out _v! : T l 1! : [post], 
S’ = action x in x? : T’ l w : [post’]. 
Then the construction of Sf,S’ is allowed only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (~.x?,u~o post’) Ax? E T’ 3 (3~ l post’) 
(ii) TC: T’. 
The first condition means that whenever S’ is enabled for some value of x?, it is 
enabled for all x? of type T’. For example, 
action m in x? : N 0 s : [s = so-(x?)] 
satisfies Condition 1, though 
action I in x? : N 0 s: [X?>loAs=so-(x?)] 
does not since it would not accept naturals less than 10. The purpose of Rule 28 is 
to ensure that an output value produced by S is always acceptable as an input value 
by S’. Notice from Definition 27 that the output type of a composite output action is 
exactly the type of the constituent output action. 
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As an example of value-passing composition, assume 
S = action mid out y! : T l b : [ y! E b,, A b = bO- 4 y! + 1, 
S’ = action mid in x? : T l c:[c=c~+4x?~]. 
Then 
SrS’ = action mid out y! : T l b,c : 
y! E bo A b = bo- + y! + A 
c = co+ < y! + I. 
We also permit the parallel composition of two input actions. Both actions share 
the same input parameter and the composite action is itself an input action. Parallel 
composition of two input actions is defined as follows. 
Definition 29. Let post be independent of w, and let post’ be independent of v. Then 
(action c( in x? : T l v : [post]) 11 (action c( in x? : T’ l w : [post’]) 
4 (action CI in x? : (T n T’) l 21, w : [ post A post’ I). 
Notice that the input type of the composite action is the intersection of the types of 
the constituent actions. 
The parallel composition of two output actions is not permitted. 
Parallel composition of value-passing action systems is defined as follows. 
Definition 30. For value-passing action systems 
P=(A, v, P,, PA, PH, dim type,), 
Q=(B, W, Qa, QB, QG, dirg, ?wQ). 
If the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) P and Q have no commonly labelled output actions 
(ii) Commonly labelled input-output pairs from P and Q satisfy Rule 28, 
then P 11 Q is defined as follows: 
P II Q ^ (A U & (v,w), Pz 11 Qz, P~~(PA, QB), PH U QG, dir, type), 
where 
par(P~, QB) + PA-B U QB-A 
U {J’cripcI.~~W 1 
U { Qc[J’cl~~OUT~) 
u{P,IIQcl~~(A~B)-(O~T~~O~T~)) 
OUTp A { c E A ni? 1 dirp(c) = out A dirQ(c) = in } 
OUTQ A { c E A fl B 1 dire(C) = out A dirp(c) = in } 
and dir and type are as entailed by Definitions 27 and 29. 
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system U BufSer’ 
var b : bag T 
initially b : [ b =++ ] 
action left in x? : T l b:[b=b,,+<x?+] 
action mid out y! : T l b : [ y! E b,, A b = bO- < y! + ] 
end 
system UBufer’ 
var c : bag T 
initially c : [ c =+* ] 
action mid in x? : T l c:[c=co++x?>] 
action right out y! : T l c : [ y! E co A c = co- + v! + ] 
end 
system UBuffkr’ 11 UBuffer’ 
var b,c : bag T 
initially b, c : [ b = c =++ ] 
action left in x? : T l b : [ b = bof + x? > ] 
action right out y! : T l c:[y!EcoAc=co-+y!+] 
action mid out y! : T l 6-c : 
y! E b. A b = bo- + y! + A 
c = co+ < _v! t I 
end 
Fig. 7. Parallel buffers. 
Theorem 23 also holds for parallel composition of value-passing action systems so 
that Rules 24, 25, and 26 are valid for value-passing action systems. 
Fig. 7 describes the action systems UBuf@r’ and UBufir’. UBuffer’ is simply an 
unbounded buffer with right renamed to mid, while UBufj%r’ has left renamed to mid. 
When UBu@r’ and UBuffer’ are placed in parallel, they interact via the mid channel, 
with values being passed from UBuj%r’ to UBuffer’. This can be seen by constructing 
the composite action system UBufkr’ 11 UBuffer’ using Definition 30 (see Fig. 7). 
If the mid action of UBuffer’ 11 UBufir’ is hidden, then the resultant action system 
is the same as UBz@i& of Fig. 5. In order to internalise mid, the output parame- 
ter must be localised. This may be achieved using the following rule (derived from 
Definitions 16 and 1). 
Rule 31. (var y! l 2’ : [ post 1) = u : [ (3y! l post) 1. 
Now, using Definition 15 and Rule 3 1, it is easy to show that 
UB@k = (UBufSrr’ (I UBufkr’)\{mid}. 
Since UBufer’ C UBuffer2, we have that 
UBz#& L (UBufSer’ II UBu$k’)\{mid}. 
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10.1. Note on restrictions 
In CSP terms, violation of conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 29 may introduce 
deadlock; in the first case, because the input action may not be willing to accept the 
value being output by the output action, and in the second case because both output 
actions may not be willing to output the same value; in both cases the choice between 
whether or not deadlock occurs may be nondeterministic. But we cannot model the 
nondeterministic choice between being enabled and not being enabled in the guard 
of an action. Rather we would have to represent the nondeterministic choice between 
whether or not deadlock occurs by the nondeterministic setting of some flag and adding 
a test on that flag to the guard of the composite action. Thus, without conditions (i) 
and (ii), the composite action system P 11 Q cannot be constructed from P and Q by 
simply composing commonly-labelled action, but rather would require a much more 
complicated construction. 
11. Message-passing system 
The action systems of this case study contain indexed sets of channels, each one 
offering similar behaviour. An indexed statement is used to specify the actions associ- 
ated with such channel sets. For example, to specify an indexed set of input channels 
{ lefti 1 i E F }, with associated types and actions, the following notation is used: 
for i E F action lefti in x? : T l U, 1 [ POSti 1. 
The intention is that the i-indexed statement represents a set of input actions. Similarly 
for an indexed set of output channels. An indexed set of internal actions { hi 1 i E F } 
is specified by 
for i E F internal hi l Ui : [ POSti 1. 
We suppose that a message-passing system allows a set of users to exchange messages 
amongst each other. Each user resides at a node, and each user may engage in either 
a send action, or a receive action, Let Node represent the set of nodes in the system. 
We shall assume that Node is finite. Let Mess represent the type of messages that may 
be exchanged, and let Env be the Cartesian product of Node and Mess, i.e. 
Env A Node x Mess. 
In the pair (r,m) E Env, r is the recipient node, m is the message, and we say that 
(r,m) is an envelope. 
The initial specification of the message-passing system, MPS’, is given in Fig. 8. 
Variable mail contains all messages sent but not yet received. Initially mail is empty. 
For each node n, there is a send,, action and a receive, action. Action send, accepts 
an envelope (r?,m?) at sending node s and adds it to the bag mail. If there is at least 
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system MPS’ 
var mail : bag Em 
initially mail : [ mail -=<* ] 
for s E Node action send, in (r?,m?) : Enw 
mail : [ mail = mailo+ + (r?,m?) t ] 
for r E Node action receive, out m! : Mess* 
mail : [ (r,m!) E mail0 A mail = mailo- + (r,m! ) + ] 
end 
Fig. 8. Message-passing system. 
one message for recipient node r in mail, then action receive,. chooses one of these 
messages and outputs it. 
Our goal is to implement MPS’ as a store-and-forward network, where not all nodes 
are directly connected, and envelopes must pass through a number of intermediate 
nodes before reaching their recipient. In the first refinement step, we introduce data 
structures more closely resembling the store-and-forward architecture, and introduce 
internal actions for passing envelopes between these data structures. Then the system 
is decomposed into a set of agents, one residing at each node, and a set of media, by 
which the agents communicate. 
Before proceeding with this case study, we introduce some notational conventions 
concerning invariants and array variables. 
Invariants: We shall sometimes require state variables to satisfy invariants. A variable 
L! with invariant I is declared by 
var I: where I. 
We assume that I is an implicit part of the initialisation and of each action as follows: 
the predicate post of an initialisation is replaced by I A post, while the predicate post 
of an action is replaced by Z[VO\V] A I A post. Also, we write “var I) : T where I” as 
short for “var v where I A v E T”. 
Z schemas [33] can be used to specify the state variables and invariant of an action 
system. We shall use schemas of the form 
Sch 
r:T 
I 
where c’ is a state variable, T is a type, and I is a predicate. If Sch is defined as 
shown. then the declaration var Sch is short for var v : T where I. 
Array variables: An array of type T with index set D may be represented by a 
function f E D + T. A specification statement can be made to update f at index i 
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by containing the formula 
f=fo@{iHE}, 
where foe{ i H E} represents the overriding of function fo with the function {i H E}. 
For convenience, f = fo @ {i H E} will be written simply as f(i) = E. 
11.1. First rejinement of MPS 
In IMPS’, mail is replaced by a set of stores, one per node, and a set of buffers 
representing direct links between nodes. The constant relation net E Node H Node 
represents the connectivity of the network: (a,b) E net means there is a direct com- 
munications link from node a to node b. 
Routing relations are used to determine which intermediate nodes an envelope may 
pass through. Before defining a route, we present some simple graph theory concepts 
[31]. We say that a graph G is a relation on a set of nodes N (e.g., net is a graph on 
Node). A path from a to b in G is a nonempty sequence p of nodes from N, such 
that piGpi+,, for each O<i < #p - 1, and po = a and P#~-I = b. Let G* be the 
reflexive transitive closure of G. Then aG*b means there is a path from a to b in G. 
Note that there is always a path from a to a in G. An arc from a to b in G is a path 
from a to b in which all nodes are distinct. If N is finite, then the elongation from a 
to b in G, written ec(a, b), is the length of the longest arc from a to b in G. Since 
the only arc from a to a is (a), we have ec(a,a) = 1. We define routes as follows. 
Definition 32. Let G be a graph on nodes N. Then Routes(G), the set of routes of 
G, is the set of subgraphs of G such that for all R E Routes(G), and all a, b, c E N, 
where a # c, 
aRb A bR*c + eR(a,c) > eR(b,c). 
Here, each R E Routes(G) is a routing relation, (a, b) is a single step in R, and c is a 
destination node. The definition says that as we move from node a to node b on the 
route, the elongation to the destination node c decreases. 
MPS2 will contain a fixed set of routes, each one uniquely identified by a tag from 
a set Tag. These routes will be represented by the constant function 
route E Tag --+ Routes(net). 
On input, each envelope will be assigned one of these routes by being tagged with the 
route identifier. At any point on its journey the choice of the next node to which 
an envelope is sent will be determined by its destination and its assigned route. 
Since a route is a relation, the choice of next node may be nondeterministic. We 
shall use elongations as a variant to ensure that all envelopes eventually reach their 
destination. 
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The state variables of MPS*, with invariant, are declared by the following schema: 
IN V2 
store : Node 2 bag (Tag x Em) 
link : net + bag (Tag x Em) 
~ (V(i,r,m) E Tag x Enc;a,b E Node* 
(i,r.m) E store(a) * (a.r) E route(i)* 
(a.b) E net A (i,r,m) E link(a,b) =+ (b,r) E route(i)*) 
Corresponding to each node in the network, there is a store (bag) of tagged en- 
velopes. These are modelled by the variable store. Corresponding to each direct link in 
the network, there is an unordered buffer of tagged envelopes. These are modelled by 
the variable link. The predicate part of INF means that there is always a path from 
the current position of an envelope to its recipient in the assigned route. In order that 
each distinct pair of nodes be connected by at least one route, we shall assume that 
the constant function route satisfies: 
(Ui E Tag l route(i)*) = Node x Node. 
MPS* is then specified by Fig. 9. All stores and links are initially empty. The 
action send, accepts an envelope (r?,m?), chooses a route i that (directly or indirectly) 
connects s to r?, and adds (i,r?,m?) to the bag store(s). If there is at least one message 
for recipient r in store(r), then action receive, chooses one of those messages and 
outputs it. 
The internal action forward takes a tagged envelope that has not yet reached its 
recipient from some store(a), chooses the next node b to forward the envelope to, and 
places the envelope in link(a,b). The internal action relay simply takes an envelope 
from some link(a, b) and places it in store(b). 
By a sequence of forward and relay actions, a message sent at node s is eventually 
delivered to the store of its recipient node r. This is the case since MPS’ C MPS’. 
which may be checked using Definition 20, as follows. 
Data rejinement conditions: The abstract and the concrete variables are related by 
equating mail with the sum of envelopes in each store and each link. We write (Cie 6,) 
for the summation of a set of bags bi. Let env be the function that removes tags from 
tagged envelopes, i.e. env(i,r,m) = (r,m). If b is a bag of tagged envelopes, then 
em(b) is the corresponding bag of untagged envelopes. The abstract invariant Al is 
defined as follows: 
AZ A INV* A mail = (Ca E Node* env(store(a))) 
+(C(a, b) E net l eno( link(a, b))). 
The data refinement obligations from Definition 20 are as follows (let x’ be the CI 
action of MPS’ ): 
init’ $ ini?, 
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system MPS2 
var NV2 
initially 
store, 
link ’ 
(Vu E Node l store(u) =++) 
~@‘(a, b) E net l link(a, b) =++) 1 
for s E Node action send, in (r?,m?) : Envo 
store : 
(3 E Tug l (s,r?) E route(i)* 
Astore(s) = stereo(s)+ 4 (i,r?,m?) F ) 1 
for r E Node action receive, out m! : Mess. 
store : 
(3 0 (i,r,m!) E stereo(r) 
Astore = stereo(r)- 4 (i,r,m!) F ) I 
internal forward* 
i 
@(a, b) E net; (i, r, m) E storeo(u)o 
store, 
link ’ 
r # a A (u,b) E route(i) A (b,r) E route(i)* 
Astore = stereo(u)- 4 (i,r,m) + 
AZink(u,b) = linko(u,b)+ -X (i,r,m) + ) 
internal relay* 
end 
store, 
[ 
(3(u,b) E net; (i,r,m) E linko(u, b)~ 
link ’ 
r\Zink(u,b) = Zinko(u,b)- 4 (i,r,m) + 
Astore = stereo(b)+ 4 (i,r,m) + ) 1 
Fig. 9. Message-passing system with internal actions. 
send: dAI send:, 
receive; &I receiv 4, 
skip &I forward’, 
skip 3~1 reluJ. 
These are easily proven using Rules 8 and 10 and properties of bags. 
Non-divergence conditions: A variant that is decreased by both forward’ and relay2 
must be chosen. We will use the elongation from the current position of each envelope 
to its destination in its route to define a variant. Let (Cj l nj) represent the summation 
of a set of naturals nj, and let ei(u,b) be the elongation from a to b on route(i), i.e. 
erour+)(a, b). Th e variant E is then defined as follows: 
E 1 (Cu E Node l (C(i,r,m) E store(u) l ei(u,r) * 2)) 
+@(a, b) E net l (C(i, r, m) E link(u, b) l (ei(b, r) * 2) + 1)). 
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It is easy to show that INV’ 3 E E N. Definition 1 and the definition of routes may 
be used to show that 
INV’ A E = e Z+ wp(f onvard2, E < e), 
INV’ A E = e 3 wp(relay’,E < e). 
So the non-divergence conditions are satisfied. 
Progress conditions: Finally, it is easy to show, for each S,Y, that 
(3mail l AI A gd(sendd)) 3 gd(sendz), 
(3mail l AI A gd(receiuei )) 3 gd(receivef ) V gd( f onvard’ ) V gd(rela_$ ) 
Thus, all the simulation conditions of Definition 20 are satisfied and MPS’ & MPS’. 
Our next design step will be to decompose MPS’. However, before doing this we shall 
simplify the invariant of MPS2 in order to simplify the obligations of further design 
steps. 
11.2. Invariant sinlplification 
A statement S is said to establish invariant I if true 3 uy(S, I ). A statement S 
is said to preserve invariant I if I 3 wp(S,I). If an invariant is established by the 
initialisation statement of an action system, and preserved by each action. then that 
invariant can be eliminated, as the following rule shows. 
Rule 33. Assume action system P has been defined to have invariant I A J. Assume 
A is the channel set of P, and H is the label set of the internal actions of P. Let action 
system P’ be the same as P but without the invariant I. Then P C P’ provided 
(i) Pi establishes I 
(ii) P: preserves I, each x E AUH. 
Rule 33 can be used to simplify the state invariant of MPS2. The specification of 
A4PS3 is the same as that of MPS’, except that its state invariant is simply: 
IN V3 
store : Node --+ bag (Tag x Em) 
link : net 4 baa (Taa x Em) 
It can easily be shown that the initialisation of MPS3 establishes INV’, and that each 
action of MPS’ preserves INV2. Hence, by Rule 33, with INV’ for I and INVj for J, 
we have 
MPS’ L A4PS3. 
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system Agents 
var store : Node 4 bag (Tug x Enu) 
initially store : [(Vu E Node l store(a) =++)I 
for s E Node action send, in (r?,m?) : Enve 
store : 
(Ii E Tag l (s,r?) E route(i)* 
Astore = stereo(s)+ < (i,r?,m?) + ) 1 
for r E Node action receive, out m! : Mess. 
store : 
(3 0 (i,r,m!) E stereo(r) 
Astore(r) = stereo(r)- 4 (i,r,m!) + ) I 
for a E Node action forward, out b! : Node; i! : Tug; (r!, m!) : Envo 
(i!, r!, m!) E stereo(a) A r! # a 
store : A(a,b!) E route(i!) A (b!,r!) E route(i!)* 
Astore(a) = stereo(a)- 4 (i!,r!,m!) + 1 
for b E Node action relayb in a? : Node; i? : Tag; (r?, m?) : Enve 
end 
store : 
(a?, b) E net + 
store(b) = stereo(b)+ 4 (i?, r?, m?) + 1 
Fig. 10. Network agents. 
11.3. Parallel decomposition of MPS 
In this step, MPS3 is decomposed into two parallel action systems: Agents and 
Media, specified in Figs. 10 and 11. Agents represents the behaviour of all the nodes 
of the network, and has a send, receive, forward, and relay channel for each network 
node. Agents only has the state variable store. Media represents the communications 
links of the network, and has a forward and a relay channel for each network node. 
Media only has the state variable link. Agents and Media communicate via forward 
and relay channels, and we have that 
MPS3 = 
(Agents )I Media)\{ forward, 1 a E Node } U { relayb 1 b E Node }. 
This decomposition step is an example of what Hoare [ 161 terms subordination: the 
channel set of Media is a subset of the channel set of Agents, and the common channels 
to be hidden are exactly those of Media. Media is said to be subordinate to Agents, 
since its behaviour is exactly under the control of Agents. 
To prove this decomposition step correct, we first replace the internal actions of 
MPS3 with corresponding indexed sets of internal actions using the following rule. 
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system Media 
var link : net + bag (Tag x Em) 
initially link : [ (V(a,b) E net l link(a,b) =++)I 
for a E Node action forward, in b? : Node; i? : Tag; (r?,m’?) : Em l 
link : 
(a,b?) E net + 
link(a, b?) = linko(a, b?)+ < (i?,r?, m?) t 1 
for b E Node action relayb out a! : Node;i! : Tag;(r!,m!) : Enc l 
end 
link : 
(a!, 6) E net A (i!,r!,m!) E /inko(a!, 6) 
Alink(a!.b) = linko(a!,b)- -X (i!,r!,m!) + 1 
Fig. 11. Network media. 
Rule 34. An internal action 
internal h 0 u : [ (3i E F l posti) ] 
is the same as the set of internal actions 
for i E F internal hi l U : [ posti 1. 
For example, internal relay is replaced in MPS3 by 
for b E Node internal rC?layb l
store, 
[ 
(3a E Node; (i, r, m) E link 1 (a. b) E net. 
link ’ 
Alink(a.b) = linko(a,b)- + (i,r,m) + 
htore(b) = storeo(b)+ -C (i,r,m) t ) I 
Now, when each relayh action of Agents is composed with the corresponding relayb 
action of Media using Definition 27, and then internalised using Definition 15 and 
Rule 31, the result is the same as the relayb action of MPS”. Similarly for the 
forward, actions. 
Note 1. The first attempted specification of the relayb action of Agents was 
store : 
[ 
(a?, 6) E netA 
store(b) = stereo(b)+ 4 (i?.r‘?.m?) + 1 
However, this action violates Rule 28, since it only accepts input values a? if (a?, b) E 
net, and therefore, it cannot be placed in parallel with the ?%?la_yb action of Media. The 
relayb action of Agents shown in Fig. 10 accepts all input values a? E Node, though 
its behaviour is unspecified if (a?, b) @ net. It could be refined, for example. by 
store : 
[ 
(a?, b) E net + store(b) = stereo(b)+ + (i?, r?, m?) + 
(a?, b) @ net =+ store = store0 I. 
The same is true of the forward, actions of Media. 
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system Agent, 
var store, : bag (Tug x Enu) 
initially store, : [store, =++I 
action send,, in (r?,m?) : Envm 
store, : 
(3 E Tug 0 (n,r?) E route(i)* 
Astore, = (store,)o+ + (i,r?,m?) + ) I 
action receive, out m! : Messe 
store, : 
[ 
(3 l (i,n,m!) E (store,)0 
Astore, = (store,)o- + (i,n,m!) + ) 1 
action forward, out b! : Node; i! : Tag; (r!, m!) : Enva 
(i!,r!,m!) E (store,)0 A r! # n 
store, : r\(n, b!) E route(i) A (b!,r!) E route(i)* 
Astore, = (store,)o-- 4 (i!,r!,m!) F 1 
action relay, in a? : Node; i? : Tag; (r?, m?) : Envo 
end 
store, : 
(a?,n) E net * 
store, = (store,)o+ + (i?,r?,m?) * 1 
Fig. 12. Individual agent. 
Note 2. The relayb action of Agents does not check if b is on the route of the tagged 
envelope (i?,r?,m?) that it accepts as input. So, on its own, Agents could accept a 
tagged envelope on channel r&q+, for which it has no routing information, i.e., INV’ 
could be violated. Similarly, Media never checks tagged envelopes for violation of 
ZNV2. However, since MPS3 preserves INV 2, the combined system Agents 11 Media 
also preserves it, and so envelopes for which there is no routing information can never 
be communicated between Agents and Media. 
11.4. Parallel decomposition of agents 
In this step, Agents is decomposed into a set of parallel action systems, each one 
representing the behaviour of an individual node of the network. We have 
Agents = (11 n E Node l Agent,). 
Agent,, is specified in Fig. 12. Each Agent,, only has the state variable store,,, which is 
simply a bag of tagged envelopes. 
The decomposition is easily checked by generalised application of the binary parallel 
operator: Because the individual agents do not share any actions, no labelled actions 
are composed when constructing (11 n E Node l Agent,). Since the function store is 
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well-defined for all n E Node, we equate a statement such as: store : [ store(n) = 
E ] with store,, : [ store,, = E 1. Hence, we equate an action CI, of Agent,, with 
action IX, of Agents. The only statements that need to be composed when constructing 
(I] n E Node l Agent,) are the respective initialisations. These are composed using the 
following rule. 
Rule 35. Let ( vl 1 i E F ) be a partition of u. Then 
(11 i E F . ~1, : [ post, j) = t‘ : [ (b’i E F l posti) 1, 
provided each post, is independent of t’i, for j # i. 
Using this rule, we get 
(11~ Node l store,, : [ store,, =<+ 1) 
= (Un E Node l store,) : [ (‘v’n E Node l store, =++) ] 
We equate this with store : [ (Vn E Node l store(n) =++) 1. 
The fixed routing relations route may be replaced by fixed routing tables in a subsequent 
refinement step. For n,r E Node, i E Tag, we define table,(r, i) as follows: 
tabZe,(r, i) ^ { b E Node 1 (n, b) E route(i) A (b,r) E route(i)* }. 
At each node n, table,(r,i) is the set of next nodes to which messages for recipient r 
on route(i) may be sent. The f oTward, action of Agent, may then be replaced by the 
following: 
action j’orward, out b! : Node; i! : Tag; (r!, m! ) : Env l 
[ 
(i!,r!,m!) E (store,)0 A r! # n 
store, : r\b! E tabZe,(r!,i!) 
Astore, = (store,)o- 4 (i!,r!,m!) k 1 
The choice of which next node to pass a message to is nondeterministic if table,(r,i) 
contains more than one element. A possible further refinement would be to introduce an 
ordering on elements of table,(r, i) and choose elements from table,(r, i) for successive 
messages on a “round-robin” basis. 
In [8], an adaptive routing mechanism is introduced, where congestion information 
is passed around the network, and the node chosen from table,(i,r) is on the “least- 
congested” path to recipient r. 
12. Related work 
Josephs [21] and He Jifeng [14] have defined the CSP failures of transition systems 
in which actions are relations between states rather than weakest precondition. He Jifeng 
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defines divergences as well. Both define simulation, hiding and parallel composition 
in the relational approach. In [14], the divergent state needs to be modelled explicitly, 
which complicates the definitions. This is avoided, in our case, by the use of predicate 
transformers rather than relations. 
Morgan has already defined the CSP failure-divergences semantics of (nonvalue- 
passing) action systems (without internal actions) in predicate-transformer terms [25]. 
This idea was developed further to deal with unbounded nondeterminism, value-passing, 
internal actions, and parallel composition in [8] and these developments are outlined 
here in the form of definitions and rules. 
The two simulation rules presented here are forms of downward simulation [15]. 
Woodcock and Morgan [36] have shown how downward simulation together with the 
complementary notion of upward simulation provide a complete method for (failures- 
divergences) refinement of action systems. However, this completeness result does not 
hold for action systems with internal actions, nor does it allow for unbounded nonde- 
terminism. 
In several state-based approaches to concurrent refinement [l, 5,341, more emphasis 
is placed on the state of a system rather than its actions. A reactive system is modelled 
by a set of state-traces describing the possible evolution of the state and simulation 
between systems implies state-trace refinement. Several authors have treated the con- 
current composition of state-based systems [2,5, 11, 12, 171. In all these approaches, 
interaction between sub-systems is based on access to shared state. Concurrent com- 
ponents of a system cannot be refined independently of the rest of the system. Rather 
there are certain assumptions that have to be made about the environment, and such 
assumptions are used and composed in certain ways [2]. 
I/O-automata, introduced by Lynch and Tuttle [23], are similar to action systems 
but with some fairness requirements. The actions of an I/O-automaton are partitioned 
into input events, output events, and internal events. An I/O-automaton is modelled 
by a set of finite and infinite traces of input and output events, and refinement is 
defined in terms of trace inclusion. Unlike the CSP failures-divergences model, the 
traces model for I/O-automaton does not distinguish internal and external nondeter- 
minism, though this is obviated by the use of fairness requirements. Lynch [22] has 
defined a form of refinement mapping for I/O-automata called a multivalued possi- 
bilities mapping which is similar to our simulation relation. The parallel composition 
operator for I/O-automata is also based on interaction via shared events. Jonsson [20] 
takes a similar approach to Lynch and Tuttle. However, instead of using multivalued 
possibilities mappings, he uses downwards and upwards simulation relations, thus pro- 
viding a complete method for checking refinement between boundedly-nondeterministic 
I/O-automata. 
In the interacting processes (IP) formalism of Francez and Forman [37], reactive sys- 
tems are modelled as parallel state-based processes that interact through synchronised 
multi-party interactions. The language for describing processes is essentially Dijkstra’s 
guarded command language augmented with multi-party interactions. In IP, each pro- 
cess is described as a single program with interactions embedded in it, whereas in our 
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approach, a process is modelled as a set of actions with each action corresponding to 
an interaction. The semantics for IP is operational. 
Later stages of system development involve implementation in programming lan- 
guages. Action systems cannot be written directly in any programming language, since 
they contain no explicit flow of control, but rather any action may be executed if it is 
enabled. However, it should be possible to develop proof rules for implementing action 
systems as sequential programs in languages that provide synchronised communication 
such as occam [19] and Ada [35]. The designers of the specification language Sta [30] 
have achieved a similar aim. In SLa, a combination of CSP algebraic-notation and the 
transition-system approach of [ 14,211 is used to specify a communicating system. A 
set of compositional proof-rules are provided for transforming SLa specifications into 
occam programs. Back and Sere [7] have also investigated the transformation of action 
systems into occam programs. 
13. Conclusions 
The definitions and rules presented here may be used to decompose action systems 
into distributed implementations in which interaction is based on synchronised value- 
passing. Because the failures-divergences semantics of action systems is defined in 
terms of weakest preconditions, the specification statements and refinement rules of 
the refinement calculus may be readily used in our approach. In order to decompose 
an action system into parallel sub-systems, we refine the state variables so that they 
may be partitioned amongst the sub-systems, and introduce internal actions representing 
interaction between sub-systems. 
Unlike the style of concurrent composition of state-based systems used by Abadi 
and Lamport, etc [2,5, 11, 12, 171, where interaction between subcomponents is based 
on shared state, in our case, interaction is based solely on shared actions representing 
synchronised value-passing. One important consequence of this is that parallel com- 
ponents of a system can be refined and decomposed separately without making any 
assumptions about the rest of the system (see Rule 26). So, although our approach 
cannot be used for as large a range of applications as that of [2], it is simpler to use 
since we do not have to carry around assumptions about a component’s environment. 
The examples presented here suggest that our approach can be applied to a reasonably 
large class of distributed systems. Another feature of our approach is that the simu- 
lation rule distinguishes internal and external nondetetminism, so that our simulation 
rule relates less action systems than the simulation rules presented in [20,23]. 
When using the CSP algebraic notation, explicit state is described by parameterising 
processes, For example, an ordered buffer may be described as follows: 
Bufer( () ) ^ (in?x --+ BufSer( (x) )) 
Bu@r( (x)-s) 2 (in?y + Bz4fSer( (x)-s+‘(y)) 0 (out!x ---f BufSet-(s)). 
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With this approach, event behaviour and state behaviour are refined separately, whereas 
in our approach, refinement is more uniform. Also, in the CSP algebraic approach, 
communications events for the same channel may appear in more than one place in a 
process description which complicates reasoning about parallel composition. In contrast, 
with our approach, all communications on a channel are represented by a single action, 
and when composing systems, we only have to compose pairs of corresponding actions, 
which is just a syntactic operation. However, in the CSP algebraic approach, it is easy 
to describe sequential ordering of events, whereas with action systems, it is necessary 
to introduce some form of program counter variable and encode the sequential ordering 
into the actions. 
The ability to use specification statements to describe actions means that our approach 
is related to the B [3], VDM [18], and Z [33] methods. In these methods, operations 
may be described using predicates on the initial and final values of state variables, just 
like specification statements. A system is specified by a set of state variables and a set 
of operations on those variables, which is the same as the structure of an action system. 
Our approach provides a means of composing such systems using synchronisation-based 
parallelism, thus supporting the use of B, VDM, and Z in the development of certain 
forms of distributed system. 
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